
For out of state applicants the process is as follows for applicants: 
 

Hiring Dept fills out the first section of the form with official JOB TITLE, limit is 30 characters (ie; 
Athletics WBB coach, POLS Faculty Lecturer, etc). This is very important as prints will be rejected 
if no Job Title is provided. 

  
Hiring Dept contacts the applicant to obtain the following information in order to fill out the rest 
of the form: 
Name 
ALL AKA’s or other names gone by since birth (ie; maiden name, adoption, legal name change for 
both men and women) 
Driver’s License #               
Date of Birth 
Sex 
Height 
Weight 
Eye color 
Hair color 
City and State of Birth 
Social Security Number 
Home Address with phone number 

  
Hiring Dept then instructs the applicant to go to a law enforcement agency in their city/town to 
have a hard print card done. Make sure you tell them it can’t be printed on a 8.5x11 sheet of 
card stock. It has to be an official hard card which is smaller (8.5x8 card). It will probably be a 
live scan that prints out their prints onto that print card, or it can be ink, but those aren’t as 
clear as the live scan machine can make them.  Just make sure the live scan operator at the 
agency doesn’t fill in the box that says “employer/reason for fingerprinting” because UPD is 
supposed to fill that in with the official job title you provide on the live scan form. Example of 
card below. 

 
The Red Xs are the ONLY place the officer or live scan operator should write. 
The Yellow highlights are the ONLY places your Applicant/Candidate should fill in. 
The Blue Xs must be left blank and are to be filled out by UPD (me) and DOJ. 

  
Then the applicant mails the print card to the Hiring Dept. 

  
Hiring Dept then sends the Print Card, completed Live Scan Form, and a CAF in the amount of 
$49 to Lisa at UPD zip 133 (do not fold or staple forms). That’s it!  I will do the rest and attached 
a billing slip and mail it to DOJ in Sacramento for processing. Please wait until you have all three 
documents before sending to me so they stay together. 

 


